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ABSTRACT

Title of Thesis: SYSTEMS BUILDING THEORY APPLICATION WITHIN

THE RESIDENTIAL HOUSING CONSTRUCTION MARKET

Gary A. Newhard, Masters of Science, 1986

Thesis directed by: Professor Dauenheimer

The primary purpose of this report is to introduce the

economical value in utilizing certain "systems building"

applications. In this report I focus on integrated system

methodologies that encourage residential building economy

and submit such systems as a viable alternative to

traditional labor intensive housing construction. The

consumer market that could be particularly enhanced by these

systems ranges from low income to middle income and the

by-product would be classified as "affordable" housing.

This report focuses on the New Jersey real estate

market and presents certain prefabricated housing

systems as an economical means of meeting the large demand

for residential housing. I particularly recommend

traditional type wooden modular and component systems and



suggest ways of implementing their use into the New Jersey

market. I also take the reader through a functional systems

analysis exercise and illustrate the resulting functional

design.

Throughout this paper I try and touch on many levels of

building economy. Particular consideration is given to the

following areas: function, cost, quality, value, control,

productivity, computer application, and economies of scale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Prefabricated Systems Building .

Within traditional forms of construction there has

long beer, a significant amount of standardization (bricks,

blocks, two by fours, windows, doors, etc.). And along with

the Industrial Revolution came the industrialized production

of building components and subassemblies.

The development of the prefabricated building system

implanted its roots at the turn of this century with the

acceptance of prefabricated structural cast iron components

such as those used in buildings like Joseph Paxton's Crystal

Palace of London (1851).C13 Since that period, there has

been controversy over the extent to which the role

manufacturing should play in the construction process. In

particular, there has been a debate as to the economics and

practicality of certain types of prefabricated construction.

A British economist, Dr. P.A. Stone, in his book

Building Economy, points to a study carried out by the

Building Research Station in 1959 in which they concluded

El] Sigfried Giedion, Space, Time, And Architecture,

The Growth Of A New Tradition (Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1967), pages 115 - 224.
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that prefabricated materials were more expensive than

traditional materials.[2] Dr. Stone does not mention the

prefab materials used nor does he state the building type

the materials were to be used in, but he does give the

impression that the materials were different than found in

traditional building. He defined the system as panelization

and concluded that the problem with this concept was that

the system only replaced straightforward parts of the

traditional work; the complicated work still had to be

carried out traditionally. In conclusion he states that,

"The introduction of factory-made components only appears

likely to be economic if whole traditional operations are

thereby eliminated."[3]

In my opinion, I don't think that generalizations can

be made about the economy of prefabricated systems building.

The economy achieved is dependant on: market size, building

type, systems used, building materials selected, capital

requirements, and location. Nevertheless, I do feel certain

that, when utilizing specific applications to meet specific

needs, systems building can and should be more economical

E2] P. A. Stone, Building Economy: Design,. Production,.

and Organization - A Synoptic View (Oxford: Pergamon Press,

1983), page 77.

E3] Ibid., page 78.



than traditional labor intensive construction.

The cost advantages of the prefab system are directly

proportional to the cost difference between factory labor

and trade labor. Semi—skilled labor is considerably cheaper

than skilled trade labor. And within the manufacturing

environment, through the use of efficient fabrication

techniques (using jigs, fixtures, automation, etc.),

along with team coordination, construction time becomes

considerably less and therefore more productive than

traditional labor intensive. Sophisticated material

handling, plant layout, and production control also

contribute to time and cost economy.

Dr. Stone cites the economic advantage to incorporating

unskilled labor into the building process through

transformation: "It may be possible to rationalise

traditional building, that is, to industrialise it, so that

new sources of labour could be used. Such a development

could be a result of the division and specialisation of

labour so that labour could be trained rapidly to carry out

simple, standardised and limited operations. "C47 "The main

advantage lies in the possibility of increasing the national

rate of building, during periods when this is required by

E43 Ibid. (British spelling retained), page 84.
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bringing into the industry additional sources of labor

without the need for them to serve an appreticeship."[5]

I certainly do not want to discount the value of

traditional skilled trade labor, for they are of particular

necessity when it comes to rehabilitation work and custom

construction. Though, I do feel that, today, particularly

in the area of low cost housing, it would be most economical

to utilize an unskilled and semi-skilled labor force within

the controlled manufacturing environment. And all would

agree that: the use of such labor in the manufacturing

building process would be particularly good for the

"national economy" if unemployed ranks were enlisted.

In terms of building life cycle, prefabricated

buildings can last just as long as buildings built on site.

Although, if for whatever reason (political, economic,

etc.), the choice is made to create a building with a

limited life cycle, it could be easily managed within the

manufacturing plant.

[5] Ibid. (British spelling retained), page 89.



B. Prefabricated Housing

The notion of prefabricated housing parts goes back to

the seventeenth century. The English settlers of America

used prefabricated wall parts consisting of wooden frames,

which were easily stowed in the hold of a ship; they had

little time at their disposal between their arrival in the

New World and the onset of winter, and they wished to knock

their houses together with a minimum output of labor. This

emergency situation gave rise to the famous American timber

frame system, known as the "Balloon Frame," which is

employed to this day. E67

Early in the 1900s, the "mail-order house" became

popular on the frontiers. Between 1908 and 1937, Sears,

Roebuck Company sold over 100,000 houses. The houses were

precut and their production was important since it pioneered

techniques for the production lines, the standardization,

and the price packaging of the prefabricated housing

industry. It was the American dream by mail order, and it

couldn't have been much simpler. The home buyer provided

masonry, labor and a building lot within hauling distance of

[EO Thomas Schmid and Carlo Testa, Sytems Building:

An International Survey of Methods (New York: Fredrick A.

Praeger, Publishers, 1969), page 28.
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a railroad siding. Every board, stud, rafter, joist and

molding had been cut, notched or mitered to fit, and

numbered to match the plans. All the novice builder (or

contractor) had to do was follow the numbers while

assembling the house together, and a 76 page manual told

him just how to do that - right down to the spacing between

the nails. [7]

Sears proudly displayed

the Magnolia on the cover

of it's 1918 catalog.

With a kit price of

$5,140.00, this ten room

mansion was the Top

-of-the-line.[8]

[7] David M. Schwartz, "When Home Sweet Home Was Just A

Mailbox Away," Smithsonian, November 1985, pages 90-101.

[8] Ibid., page 94.
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The prefabricated housing industry actually began

developing its present-day characteristics around 1930.

With the establishment of the F.H.A. (Federal Housing

Administration), it became possible to market homes in a

mass volume in normal times of peace as buyers were now able

to buy homes on terms they could afford. Buy 1940, there

were about thirty firms manufacturing and selling

prefabricated homes with approximately 10,000 units produced

between 1935 and 1940.E9]

During World War II, home manufacturing met its

severest test. The manufacturers were faced with a large

demand for emergency war housing. With limited resources

they were required to supply flexible low cost housing that

could be erected quickly using minimal on-site labor. As a

result, quality was sacrificed for quantity, and

consequently, prefabrication gained a reputation as being

"cheap" or "poor" construction. Up until the end of the

decade people had a strong tendency to associate

prefabricated housing with a Quonset hut type dwelling.

By the 1950 7 s the prefabricated housing industry was

well on its way to public acceptance. "Mobile home"

E93 Laurence and Sherrie Cutler, Handbook Of Housing

Systems For Designers And Developers (New York: Van Nostrand

Reinhold Company, 1974), page 19.
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sales in particular began to take off and to this day remain

the highest volume manufactured housing systems sold.

Although, it is important to note that the majority of

mobile home buyers purchase these units because it is all

that they can afford, it is more a matter of budget than

choice. Modular and component/panel housing systems are

typically of much higher quality than mobile home systems.

And besides their quality limitations, there are many other

disadvantages to owning a mobile home; difficult financing,

poor appreciation, short life cycle, small resale market,

etc., but it is not within the scope of this paper to

discuss these issues. This paper is predominantly

interested in permanent prefab housing of good quality.

Since the 1960's the prefabricated housing industry has

only encountered minor set backs, which came through systems

experimentation and periodic misuse of materials. The

government has since become aware of the potential behind

prefabricated housing and has frequently supported large

systems ventures. Currently, new housing systems are being

devised on a daily basis, in an effort to meet the ever

increasing demand for low cost housing. But, to date, the

houses that closely resemble the traditional stick-built

home, but at a lower price, are and always have been the

quality prefab choice among prefabricated home buyers.

Today, within the residential housing construction

process, wooden components (floor and ceiling trusses,



panels, etc.) and assemblies (modulars) are being widely

marketed. Unfortunately, little attempt has been made to

carry out scientific studies of the economics of such

building systems. [10]

When considering the value associated with today's

prefabricated housing industry, particular interest should

lie in the following areas:

1. Market/User

a.) Housing Supply and Demand

b.) Building Codes

c.) Lender Rates

d.) Material Availability

2. Cost Considerations

a.) Quantity Price Breaks

b.) Standard Cost Estimating

c.) Scrap Control

d.) Carrying Costs

e.) Standard Materials

f.) Standard Overhead Costs

g.) Indirect Costs

h.) Control of Labor Costs

i.) Transportation, Staging, & Installation

9

[10] P.A. Stone, Building Economy, page 77.
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3. Control Considerations 

a.) Computerized Material Requirements Planning

b.) Inventory Control

c.) u 	 Job Costing

d.) Job Scheduling

e.) Control Over Contingencies (Weather,

Productivity, etc.)

f.) Manufacturing Unions vs. Trade Unions

4. Sociological Implications For Labor

a.) Job Satisfaction

b.) Team Motivation

c.) Labor Relations
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II. THE PREFABRICATED HOUSING MARKET

Within the past five years prefabricated housing has

become a very popular economic alternative. In 1981,

according to the National Home Manufacturers Council,

American factories produced nearly 400,000 homes, and in

addition, made prefabricated pieces such as roof trusses for

85 percent of conventionally built homes. C117

For the most part, prefabricated home manufacturers

have been predominantly dealing with a marketing group

consisting of dealer/builders. Dealer/builders operate as

franchises and/or contractors, and typically represent one

or more manufacturer(s). These middle men market the

prefabricated homes directly to the consumer or developer

for a modest sales commission. Most of the dealer business

revolves around the consumer market and the dealer/builder

services range from simple delivery to complete general

contracting.

In January of this year, I interviewed with John

Harnik, general manager of Van D. Yetter, Inc., a small

[11] Frances Cerra, "Factory-Built Houses: Ticky-Tacky

No More," New York Times, 27 June 1982, section 8, page 1,

cols. 2-3, and page 14, cols. 1-4.
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dealer/builder in East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania. C12]

The company consisted of a small staff working out of a

square foot office. John stated that up until 1980,

most of his sales were mobile homes, but that now, due to

new public awareness and falling interest rates, his market

has shifted to modular housing. In 1985, the company sold

over 150 modular houses and only 80 mobile homes.

Within the modular housing sector, the Van D. Vetter

company caters to both the consumer and the consumer/

builder. In other words, the consumer can hire Van D.

Vetter to perform all the necessary subcontracting (masonry,

installation, mechanical/electrical hook-ups, etc.) or the

consumer can do the subcontracting himself, utilizing the

free guidance offered by the Vetter staff.

Van D. Vetter is strategically located on the

Pennsylvania/New Jersey border, and it is easy to understand

why. Van D. Vetter distributes modular houses that are

manufactured in central Pennsylvania where the labor market

is considerably less expensive than New Jersey labor. Due

to the ridiculously high traditional contracting costs faced

[12] Interview with John Harnik, General Manager,

Van D. Vetter, Inc., East Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, January

15, 1986.
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by the New Jersey consumer market, Van D. Yetter sees a

larger and larger volume of New Jersey consumers walking

through the door looking for an economical alternative.

The majority of Van D. Yetters modular home buyers are New

Jersey residents.

In 1983 manufactured houses accounted for 36 percent of

all single-family housing built in the United States,

according to the annual Red Book of Housing. Of the 437,400

single-family manufactured homes built in 1983, 17,000 were

precut houses, 72,000 were component/panel ized, 56,000 were

modular and 292,400 were mobile homes. [13] I was unable to

obtain any specific industry documentation relative to the

last three years, but in talking to prefab vendors, I have

found that there is a strong two-tier market developing.

The first tier is the prefab consumer market which,

with the recent drop in interest rates, has increased

substantially. This consumer market is predominantly buying

wooden stick-frame type modular houses from builder/dealers,

due to their quality, availability, affordability,

E13] Joseph Giovannini, "The Factory-Built House:

Design Diversity," New York Times, 26 January 1984, section

C, page 1, col. 1, and page 6, cols. 1-3.
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acceptability, and ease of purchase. The second tier is the

prefab builder/developer market which predominantly utilizes

component/panelization systems.

The prefab builder/developer is the fastest growing

prefab market, and it is this market that all prefab

manufacturers are trying to capture. John Kupferer,

executive director of the Home Manufacturers Council stated

in a New York Times article: "We don't market ourselves to

consumers, because if you can sell a builder on using your

product, he'll buy 10 or 15 houses a year, whereas the same

marketing effort directed to the consumer will sell only one

house.. "E147

In terms of regional markets, the greatest necessity

for prefabricated housing exists within the northeast region

of the United States. Within this region, the demand for

housing is particularly high within the New York

metropolitan and tri-state areas, where traditional

construction costs have become astronomical. New Jersey is

the hottest residential real estate market in the country

today and there just isn't enough trade labor available

within the state to meet the existing demand for housing.

C14] Frances Cerra, "Factory-Built Houses: Ticky-Tacky

No More," New York Times, 27 June 1982, section 8, page 14,

col. 1.
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As of March 30, of this year, construction of single

family homes in New Jersey hit a 25-year high, according to

figures compiled by the state Department of Labor. A front

page article recently presented in the Star Ledger details

the unprecedented demand for housing and quotes Connie

Hughes, director of the Data Center of the State Labor

Department as saying "We're in a real construction boom, and

we're really outpacing the nation." New construction on all

kinds of housing, Hughes noted, rose 25 percent from 1984 to

1985 in New Jersey, compared with a 3 percent rise

nationally.[15] The article goes on to note a host of

demographic and economic factors influencing the incredible

demand and states that the majority of the homes are being

built in, suburban residential areas, particularly along the

northwest and southwest corridors of routes 78, 73, and 70.

The article concludes by saying that most housing analysts

believe the single family housing boom will continue with

1986 outpacing 1985, and that with the declining interest

rate situation, there'll be even more action.

[15] Mary Jo Patterson, "Home building in New Jersey at

25-year high," Newark Star-Ledger, 30 March 1986, pages 1,

cols. 5-6, and page 18, cols. 1-6.
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The main prerequisite to considering the application of

systems building is the market condition. There must be a

large enough market to justify the capitalization required.

Based on my market analysis, I see a strong need for the

development and/or utilization of housing systems building

within the state of New Jersey. Not only to help meet the

state's tremendous demand for housing, but also to meet the

consumer markets demand for affordable housing.

During my recent interview with Mr. Andrew Aldi, a New

Jersey real estate developer, Mr. Aldi complained that

"there just aren't enough good on-site stick-framers in the

state of New Jersey to meet the current housing demand, we

just can't build houses fast enough."[16] When I

recommended prefabricated housing to him, he agreed that it

would be a good idea, but complained that he typically has

problems convincing investors to go along with using prefab,

"they just don't know enough about it." Mr. Aldi said that

he's seen some quality prefabricated housing work done in

the state and that he felt it's application to be

particularly economical in the building of condominiums and

[16] Interview with Andrew Aldi, President of HOWCO

investment Corp., A Subsidiary of The Howard Savings Bank,

Livingston, New Jersey, Intermittent Interviews between

January and April, 1986.
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townhouses.

Mr. Aldi thinks that the biggest constraint to using

prefab in New Jersey is the limited number of builders

experienced with prefabricated housing construction.

personally couldn't see that as an obstacle, since prefab

housing construction is far less complicated than

traditional building techniques.

I recommended to Mr. Aldi that, given the opportunity

to use prefab, he should start out simple, using modular

housing first and then eventually shifting to the more

complicated (also more economical) use of component/

panelization. Mr. Aldi said that he had used roof trusses

in the past and that they proved to be economical, but that

given a choice, he would prefer to use modular.
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III. EXISTING ECONOMICAL PREFABRICATED HOUSING

SYSTEMS: WOODEN "MODULARS" AND "COMPONENTS"

A. The Sectionally Prefabricated Traditional 

Type Modular House

The most popular prefabricated units of choice cm the

"consumer market" today are the wooden "sectionally built"

modular homes. Builders see the potential in using this

technology and more and more developers are becoming

production oriented. The terms modular and sectional within

this context are synonymous and should not to be confused or

associated with the lesser quality, but economical, mobile

home market.

Presently, within the prefabricated housing industry

there are companies that are preforming industrialized

operations in the shop using traditional housing materials

(two by fours' s, plywood, etc.) to fabricate complete house

sections. Modular manufacturing companies such as Medallion

Inc. and Haven Inc. of Pennsylvania are presently involved

in manufacturing traditional stick frame homes in sections

for approximately $23 per square foot. Due to highway

restrictions, they deliver a Ranch style house in two

sections, a Split Level house in four sections, etc. The

sections would come with all the plumbing, electrical, and
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heating (baseboards or ducts) installed and the joining of

the sections would require the use of a crane and one days

worth of labor. The one day rental of a crane would be at

the customers expense, but the labor cost for the joining

process is included in the purchase price.

These modular housing companies promise to deliver a

house within six weeks of the order date. And as a

customer, you have the option of either having them do the

foundation work (an extra) or you can subcontract the

foundation work yourself. Mechanical system and utility

hook up would also be an extra or your own responsibility;

including hot water heater, boiler, electric service box,

water tap, and sewer tap. Prior to ordering the house the

customer, of course, would have to purchase a building lot,

choose a design, and obtain a building permit.

When investigating the modular housing market some of

the prices quoted tend to be misleading ($/sq.ft.) since

they relate to the building without foundation, site

services, and land, whereas the prices for the traditional

product usually include these things. And, as in all

capitalistic markets, prices can sometimes be influenced

merely by profit motives or the real estate market.

In terms of liability, the sectionally manufactured

modular home automatically carries with it an implied

warranty based on its nature as a sale (Uniform Commercial
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Code). On the other hand the construction of the

traditional site-built home, contracted by the owner, is

commonly negotiated by the use of a service agreement rather

than a sales agreement. The standard service agreement,

unless of 	 defined, carries very limited liability

(outside of gross negligence).

1. Quality/Cost Consumer Trade-offs 

As mentioned, there are many variables that influence

the cost of a prefabricated home. The manufacturer selected

as well as personal taste are big factors. There are good

and bad prefabricated homes types, and usually the bad is

attributed to cheap materials selected to keep the cost down

for a low income market. For example, one ranch style

modular home that I visited in Randolph, New Jersey was of

stick frame construction but the ceiling and wall surfaces

were made of plastic. I considered this house "bad" not

only aesthetically but also in relation to safety. For if

there were a fire in this house it would burn quickly and

emit deadly noxious gases.

Of all the "consumer oriented" manufactured homes that

I investigated (mobile, modular, precut, panel, etc.) the

type I valued the most were the ones that used traditional

design and materials. Homes built by companies like
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Haven Inc. and Medallion Inc. in particular were among the

best examples. Both Haven and Medallion are strictly wooden

modular home manufacturers. Their houses are of wooden

stick-built construction and all of their available models

are traditional in, design. The main difference between

these two companies is in the area of modification and

customization.

Medallion home designs are somewhat restrictive. They

let you choose between many styles (colonial, split, ranch,

bilevel, cape, etc.) and within each style there are a half

dozen floor plans, but you can only marginally deviate from

the standard. For instance, the consumer can request

increased square footage in any room or specify a certain

size floor joist. You can even choose between various

grades of their traditional materials; medium grade plywood

is their standard exterior sheathing, you can either

downgrade to particle board (credit) or upgrade to high

grade plywood (debit). But if you need a major modification,

or would like to build a custom design, Medallion may not be

able to accommodate you. [17]

On the other hand Haven Inc. does accommodate major

[17] Interview with Dick Row, Chief Engineer,

Medallion Homes Inc. (Ritz-Craft), Miffinburg, Pennsylvania,

November 21, 1985.
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modification, and customization. They offer the same

standard product options as Medallion plus they cater to

custom customer designs. Haven sales representatives claim

that they can manufacture any custom design and that it will

only cost around $3 extra per square foot (approximately

$26/sq. ft. total). [18] I am somewhat skeptical as to just

how elaborate a design car, get. For I am sure that once you

reach a certain point of elaboration you would find it more

advantageous (cost wise) to forget about Haven and instead

build your house on site using specialized tradesmen.

I toured a "standard" Haven built home owned by a

friend of mine in Greenbrook, New Jersey and was very

impressed with it's quality of construction. The house is

indistinguishable from a traditional stick-built house and

it is of slightly better quality. The house .joints are

tighter than traditional stick-built and there are no signs

of workmanship defects. The only problem my friend had with

the house was during the first two weeks of settling where a

small seven inch hair-line crack developed in the wall

between the living room and the dining room. He said that

[18] Interview with Fredrick Terry, Sales

Representative, Haven Homes, Inc. , Beech Creek,

Pennsylvania, November 20, 1985.
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Haven told him to expect a certain amount of settling but

that it would only settle for approximately two weeks. The

owner waited one month before spackling up the crack and

since then has not experienced any more problems. To date

he has occupied the house 20 months and is very happy with

his new home.

• 	 2. Consumer price sample: traditional vs. modular 

As with all manufacturing companies, costing

information is kept confidential. So much so that one

prefab manufacturing company refused to even let me in the

plant for fear I might represent the competition. For the

sake of presenting a relative cost comparison between

traditional home contracting and the purchase of a

prefabricated home, I will illustrate the consumer cost

differences relative to a consumer seeking to build a home

in Cranford, N. J. (my home town) .

Many configurations could be considered for this

analysis but for the sake of simplicity I will compare a

standard wooden modular design with a standard stick-built

house. To keep everything constant, the houses being

analyzed are the same house type and are constructed of

identical materials. Since Haven homes are virtually

indistinguishable from conventional on-site stick built

construction, it is most appropriate to use one of their
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homes for this analysis. The modular example I have chosen

is a Haven 1,252 square foot Winchester colonial split

level, floor plan A (see drawings and spec's in Appendix 1

located in back section of this book). The following are

the consumer prices that would be

building of the Winchester plan A:

associated with the

Haven Modular House 	 1,252 sq.ft.1 $40, 000 includes

(1,920 sq. ft gross living area) 	 1 transport of

EXTRAS: 	1 4 sections

Haven Foundation Turnkey Package 1

(could subcontract) 	 1

17,300

One Day Crane Rental 	 I 1,560

Panel Box Service 	 1 500

Boiler 	 (or furnace) 	 1 1,500

Hot Water Heater 	 1 250

Water Heater Hookup 	 1 1,000

Sewer Hook-up 	 1 1,000

Water Hook-up 	 1 1,..000

Approximate Total 	 (less land) 	 I $54,110

Building Lot 	 (Cranford, 	 N.J.) 	 1 35„.000

Total Cost if built 	 in Cranford 	 1 $99,..110
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Consumer price of similar home if built in Cranford by

local contractor: approx. $130,.000 with land. C197

Approx. price if similar house was bought in Cranford

from the secondary real estate market: $140,.000-E207

Therefore, this particular Haven home could conceivably

run between 20% and 30% cheaper than the traditional

alternatives available to the home buyer. The cost savings

will vary depending on location. In the case of New Jersey,

the further west you go, the smaller the savings. And

generally speaking, the closer to New York the greater the

savings. This difference is relative to real estate demand,

land availability, and trade labor costs. You also must

consider your proximity to the nearest distribution point.

Most distributors will transport free of charge within a

certain radius (varies between 50 and 100 miles).

[19] Based on quote from William S. Drejka, Building

Contractor, Garwood, New Jersey. (1,920 sq. ft. x $60/sq-ft.)

April 1986.

C203 Based on multiple listing comps. and similar

houses that sold in town. November 1985.
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The main difference between the modular and the

traditional stick-built house is in the wall sections.

Glue and nailing machines make modular wall sections tighter

and stronger, and through the use of jigs and fixtures, more

precise.

As a further reference to the contractor costs

associated with the traditional stick-built house example,

refer to Appendix 3, where I have prepared a cost estimate

using a design estimating software package. The cost data

base, unfortunately, was from 1984. Adjust up for

inflation (the costs do not include builders profit).

I have included in Appendix 1 of this book, examples of

some standard options available at Haven. There were more

split level options available than what is included here but

you can see the various choices present just within the

Winchester model.

B. Wooden "Components"

One of the most successful builders presently

developing residential housing in the state of New Jersey is

the K. Hovnanian Company of Red Bank, New Jersey.

K. Hovnanian is a "production" builder specializing in the

development of condominiums and townhouses, and their units

are so popular, that they have been known to sell out a

project before a single unit is completed.
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The company functions predominantly as a construction

management organization and has utilized various forms of

systems building. At this point in time, the company feels

comfortable with it's somewhat refined housing building

system which basically consists of a component/panel

building system. The main components of their housing

system are ceiling trusses, floor trusses, and interior and

exterior wall panels.[21]]

While interviewing with Frank Inzinna, K. Hovnanians

Vice President of Construction, I was given permission to

photograph the housing system presently utilized by the

company. I visited a K. Hovnanian housing development site

in Bernards Township named Society Hill and present my

personal photographs of their on-site systems in Appendix 2.

Through my investigation, I found the K. Hovnanian

company to be a very efficient organization that operates

with minimal capitalization relative to their share of the

market. Their production system basically involves the

management of on-site prefab assembly and the coordination

of traditional type sub-contracting. Outside of service

E213 Interview with Frank Inzinna, Vice President of

Construction, K. Hovnanian Companies, Red Bank, New Jersey,

March 20, 1986.
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personnel, the company is strictly management and

accounting. They sub-contract out all of the on-site labor

and typically avoid having to deal with trade unions.

For the assembly of the prefab components, the company

uses semi-skilled labor. The assembly does not require the

use of a crane, and any component can be handled and

positioned by two men. All of the components are numbered

to correspond with numbers on the assembly plans and the

operation is no more complicated than putting together a kit

of parts. The assembly takes place very quickly and the

resulting structure is of high quality.

There are many vendors that manufacture and sell

prefabricated wooden components. Companies are located in

northern New Jersey, eastern Pennsylvania, and southeastern

New York. Therefore, the availability to New Jersey

builders is competitive and quite economical. Frank Inzinna

estimates his cost savings at between 20 and 30 percent

compared to traditional on-site stick built construction.

1. Modular Application

I think there is potential in utilizing wooden

prefabricated components as part . of the modular housing

manufacturing process. There application would be

particularly an asset to the new modular housing company

limited by capital restraints. A modular company such as
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this could start out purchasing components and assembling

modules, then, after a period of growth, could begin

manufacturing their own components.

I think that this usage of components for off-site

modular prefabrication would be particularly economical

within the state of New Jersey. To my knowledge, the are no

modular housing companies presently "manufacturing" in the

state, which is somewhat understandable based on the states

high labor costs. But given the limited labor requirements

(quality and quantity) for such assembly, in conj unction

with the savings in modular transportation costs

(competitive with states like Pennsylvania that ship

modulars 200 - 400 miles), and it becomes clear that an

operation such as this could be very successful.
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IV. BUILDING SYSTEMS DESIGN ANALYSIS:

When evaluating the concept of prefabricated housing,

both functional and economic analysis must be performed.

The result of such analysis will first, help the builder

determine the overall feasibility of prefabricated

construction, and second, help him design and/or select the

"system" of optimal value. Building systems analysis should

be performed sequentially, where the functional

requirements are determined first and the economical

requirements second. A double standard exists during the

analysis such that when you are determining functional

requirements, economics should not be of concern, but when

determining economic requirements, function must be

considered.

There are many different types of building systems

being used for residential housing (modular, precut,

component/panelization, etc.), and within each type there

are numerous production and material variations. Rather

than evaluating every system on the market, it is more

efficient to respond to the user requirements through the

application of a design exercise.

Through this exercise it is hoped that an optimal

functional design is found. If the result is functional,

and through further analysis it is also determined to be the
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optimal economically, then the system should be put into

production. But, on the other hand, if the design proves

to be functional but not optimal economically, it will still

be an asset, for it can be used to help make an alternative

existing economical design more functional; through unit

modification or system enhancement.

A. Definition of House Sub-stems

In developing your design concerns for a prefabricated

residential housing system you must first determine all the

building sub-systems necessary to form a complete unit ready

for use.

Sub-systems required for a prefabricated residential

housing unit are as follows:

1. Structure

2. Environmental Control (HVAC,etc.)

3. Enclosure

4. Plumbing

5. Space Divisions

6. Finishes (could be part of enclosure)

7. Illumination and Electrical

8. Furnishings/Appliances

9. Cabinets

10. Site Work

11. Transport, Staging, & Installation



B. Definition of Performance Requirements

Next, performance criteria needs to be determined for

each sub-system. Within the scope of this paper, the

structural and enclosure sub-systems are really our main

concern, for they are the crux of prefabricated production

and their design is the most interface provision dependent.

Building performance requirements for the structural

sub-system are as follows:

1. Rigid

2. Fire resistant

3. Durable

4. Short spans

5. Enclosure support

6. Support mechanical systems (HVAC, plumbing,

elec., etc.) 	 •

7. Vertical and horizontal members

6. Vibration absorber

9. Should not inhibit flow and routing of

mechanicals

10. Plenum Allocation

11. Unbulky connections

12. Material compatible with interfaces

Building performance requirements for the enclosure

sub-system are as follows:

32
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1. Warm/non-institutional

2. Elastic arid/or impact absorbing

3. Fire resistant

4. Thermal resistant

5. Durable

6. Smooth surface

7. Easy to clean and maintain

8. Firm weather shield

9. 30% Transparent

10. Moisture resistant

11. Able to take nail or screw (for picture

hanging, etc.)

12. Material compatible with interfaces

13. Non-glare surface

14. Sound absorbing

15. Flexibility (surfaces)

16. Total Floor Requirements: 900 - 1,300 sq.ft.

C. Functional Housing System:

An Idealistic Design Exercise

It is not within the scope of this paper to propose an

entire systems design scheme. The intention here is to

illustrate how design analysis can contribute to better

meeting home user needs.
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The market being addressed with this particular design

proposal could be senior citizen housing. My proposal is a

single story multi-family condominium housing system with

four condo's per building. Two condo's form a structure

which is connected to two other condo's by a common

circulation breeze-way (outdoor roofed hall). On each side

of the breeze-way two condo's are separated and joined by a

fire wall panel system.

Preliminary concerns in choosing functional housing

materials are: sound proofing, fire resistance, and thermal

resistance. Concrete is the ideal material for meeting

these concerns, but generally concrete contributes to

creating an undesirable institutional character. Since one

of my performance requirements is "warm/non-institutional" I

choose to design a concrete wall system that allows a

variety of interior wall coverings. The wall system

features the use of prefabricated steel framed reinforced

concrete panels. The frame is made from galvanized cold

rolled steel and it functions as a stud assembly, edge

protector, plenum allocator, and joining system.

On the following pages I present detail drawings and

the general specifications of my resulting functionally

idealistic design proposal. The drawings illustrate the

main structural characteristics of my design and also

present creative rationalization and prefabrication

concepts.



SECTION THROUG DINING ROOM



Assembled exterior wall section



SECTIONAL PLAN (DINING ROOM)



STRUCTURAL SUB-SYSTEM

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Steel-framed Concrete Wall Panels (Prefab)
Standard Exterior: 	 Reinforced concrete: 3"x 3 1 11" x 9'
Corner Wall Panels:

Perpendicular to firewall" 	 3"x 4 1 2" x 9 1

Parallel to firewall 	 3"x 4 1 9" x 9'

Firewall Interface Panel 	 3"x 415" x 9'
Window & Sandwiched Panels " 	 3"x 3 1 11"x 9'
Panel Thickness (including stud framing): 7"

* Steel Stud & frame assemblies fabricated from cold
rolled galvanized steel sheets & fastened to
concrete with stirrups. All studs 24" off center.

Steel-framed Fire Wall Concrete Panels (Prefab)
Standard Panel: Reinforced concrete: 5"x 5 1 11"x 13'
End Wall Panels: 	 5"x 6'9" x 13'
Panel Thickness (including stud framing): 13"

Continuously Notched Precast Concrete Blocks
8" thick below exterior walls
9" thick below fire walls

Concrete floor on grade (Formed on-site)
5" reinforced concrete slab above 4" crushed stone
and firmly compact soil.

Concrete Footings (Formed on-site)
8" thick continuous reinforced concrete footing
below exterior walls.
9" thick continuous reinforced concrete footing
below fire walls.

Wood Roof Trusses (Prefab)
Components of assembly fastened with gang nail plates.
Component members 2"x 3" and 2"x 4" depending on span.

38
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The panels are kept relatively small to allow a variety

of floor plans and ease in transport. The panels could be

stacked on fork-lift pallets (skids) for transport and may

require the use of a small crane once on-site.

Off-site in the fabrication plant, the steel stud-frame

assembly is set into a production mold, reinforcing wire

mesh is placed, then freshly mixed (wet) concrete is poured

into the mold. Next, a two or three piston (depending on

panel type) horizontal hydraulic press is used to compress,

form, vibrate, cure, and dry the complete panel. A two

piston press would be used for exterior wall panels and a

three piston press would be used for fire wall panels.

On site, the panels are hooked together while being set

into precast notched concrete foundation blocks. The panels

are then spot welded together using a portable spot welding

gun. Next, the prefab wood ceiling joists are bolted to

plates and insulated roofing panels are screwed in place.

Grout and moisture barrier are placed in wall joints,

windows and doors are hung, plumbing and electrical are

installed, insulation is placed, vapor barrier is applied,

the interior wall system is screwed onto the studs using a

portable screw gun, etc.

The gauge (thickness) of the sheet metal studs is thin

enough to allow easy penetration into the stud with screw

gun, but, is thick enough to take abuse without denting or

deforming during transport and positioning.



The panel system is somewhat unique and is really the

crux of this prefabricated system. The ends of each panel

are complicated welded assemblies, therefore, the wider the

panel, the lower the cost per perimeter foot. Since cost

does not have to be justified within this design exercise,

decided to allow alot of flexibility by incorporating a

relatively small panel width (approx. 4'-f0).

You start the on-site wall assembly process by

positioning an end fire wall panel into the notched sill and

then hooking an exterior wall panel to each side of the fire

wall panel. At this point the walls would hold themselves

up and could then be spotwelded together. The wall assembly

process would now continue in a direction away from the end

firewall panel; hooking and spotwelding one panel at a time.

It is not within the scope of this thesis to evaluate

the economics of this particular functional building system,

for it would involve too much speculation regarding

manufacturing methods and techniques. To accurately

determine the economics of this design, a prototype unit

would have to be built, developed, and refined.

On the following page I have prepared an evaluation

matrix which compares the functional performance response

of my design to the functional performance of a traditional

stick-built design. The value indicated by the legend

represents "functional value."
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DESIGN EVALUATION MATRIX

Value Legend: ++ = Excellent
+ = Good
o = Satisfactory
- = Poor

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA MY DESIGN TRADITIONAL
STICK-BUILT

STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE

Rigid ++ +

Fire resistant 	 ++ 0

Sound absorbing ++ -

Durable ++ +

Vibration absorber ++ -

Enclosure support ++ +

Support mechanical systems
(HVAC, 	 plumbing, 	 elec., 	 etc.) + +

Plenum Allocation + +

ENCLOSURE PERFORMANCE

Warm/non-institutional + ++

Impact absorbing ++ 0

Fire resistant ++ 0

Thermal resistant + +

Sound Proof ++ 0

Firm weather shield + 	 +

Moisture resistant + +

Flexibility 	 (surfaces) + 	 +



The primary purpose of this design exercise was to

introduce the concept of building systems design analysis,

and to demonstrate its functional application.

42
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V. OPERATION CONSIDERATIONS

The type of operation required by a residential systems

builder varies with the type of market he is addressing, the

type of building system he wishes to manage, and the amount

of capital at his disposal.

In using a systems approach to residential building

construction one should be concerned with utilizing an

economical balance of prefabrication techniques (within an

off-site manufacturing environment) and rationalization

techniques (on-site assembly). A practical goal would be

to incorporate a production system that will provide an

aesthetic dwelling at an affordable price.

A. National, State, and Local Codes

In planning the use or manufacture of prefabricated

housing systems, one must keep abreast of the dynamic codes

governing the manufacture, transport, and erection of

prefabricated housing systems. For through thorough

examination of the codes affecting a certain area, one may

find limiting restrictions as well as encouraging benefits

to certain types of prefabricated housing.

Just in terms of building codes, the prefabricated

housing builder will be operating under at least one of
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three regional codes: International Conference of Building

Officials (ICBO); Building Officials and Code

Administrators (BOCA); and the Southern Building Code

Congress (SBCC). In addition, there is FHA, one or more of

the state codes, and innumerable local codes or local

variations of the regional codes. [22]

Building codes are commonly accused of being archaic,

unchanging and rigid. Certainly this has long been the case

in their application against prefabricated housing, but yet,

in recent years, national and state codes have become

encouraging.

It is typically the local codes that pose a problem for

prefabricated housing construction and, being of low level,

should not inhibit the manufacturer, but should be of

particular interest to the consumer or developer. A systems

developer up against an unreasonable local code or zoning,

will find it a frustrating dilemma, but he can always apply

for a variance, appeal to the state, or, if worse comes to

worse, sue the municipality.

Residential building codes are merely standards of

performance which are actually designed to benefit the

consumer by insuring safe and sanitary housing. The problem

[22] R.J. Lytle, Industrialized Builders Handbook

(Farmington: Structures Publishing Co., 1971), page xi.
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with local codes though, is that they're riot uniform,

they're inconsistent, and are often contradictory.

Unfortunately, alot of the problems with local codes are due

to political motive or a general misconception of

prefabricated housing.

The housing system "manufacturer" should be concerned

with meeting national and state building codes, since these

codes are typically the basis for the local codes, and

because national and state codes are the codes that

officially regulate the manufacturers operation. Within the

state of New Jersey, the manufacturer needs to focus on the

BOCA codes and the New Jersey Uniform Construction Code.

The BOCA code is general and, with respect to the

prefabricated manufacturer, focuses on the application of

mobile housing. BOCA is primarily concerned with plant

inspections, item documentation, and item evaluation.[23]

The New Jersey Uniform Construction Code (an extension of

BOCA) is more specific, and has sections which outline

detailed rules and regulations governing the inspection,

documentation, storage, transportation, and approval of

[23] BOCA Publication, The BOCA Basic National Building

Code/1984, (Country Club Hills: Building Officials and Code

Administrators, Inc., 1983), page 12.
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prefabricated components and subassemblies. [24]

Other sets of codes the manufacturer must consider are

the HUD and FHA type codes, which enable reputable consumer

financing. For example, in order to qualify for the popular

Fannie Mae mortgage, a home must be built to HUD code, be

installed on a Fannie Mae-approved permanent foundation

system, must be a minimum of 700 square feet and at least 12

feet wide. The home must also look like residential

property and be comparable to site-built housing in the

marketplace. [25:1

If one is considering the use or manufacture of

large prefabricated housing systems (modulars, etc.),

it is important to be aware of the state highway

restrictions associated with unit transport. In New Jersey

for instance, a unit being transported on a public highway

cannot, without a permit, exceed the dimensions: 8 feet wide

by 63 feet long by 13.5 feet high. Fourteen feet is the

most common modular width coming into New Jersey; anything

beyond a 14 foot width will result in a State penalty fee.

[24] State of New Jersey Publication, Uniform

Construction Code, Chapter 23, Title 5, (Trenton: Division

of Administrative Procedure, 1979) page 484.1 - 491.

[25] Craig E. White, The Right Financing Can Make

A Project," Professional Builder, August 1985, page 70.
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A permit can be easily obtained through a phone call to the

Division of Motor Vehicles; Special Permits Section. [26]

It is important to note that the New Jersey state code

encourages innovation and economy, and states in the Uniform

Construction Code that it "permits to the fullest extent

feasible, the use of modern technical methods, devices and

improvements, including premanufactured systems," and

intends to "eliminate restrictive, obsolete, conflicting and

unnecessary construction regulations that tend to

unnecessarily retard the use of new materials, products or

methods of construction." This declaration is not only a

benefit for building codes, but should also help to

encourage the change of inappropriate local codes and

zoning.

For the prefabricated housing builder, dealing with

code restrictions can be one big nuisance. And even though

governmental efforts have been made to encourage the use of

prefabricated housing, enough has not yet been done to solve

the problem. What is needed is the mandatory acceptance in

all parts of the country, of a National Housing Code with

specific provisions for prefabricated housing systems.

[26] Telephone Interview with Special Permits Section,

Division of Motor Vehicles, Trenton, N.J., March 14, 1986.
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B. Plant Design and Human Factors 

One of the major obstacles in recommending

industrialized housing as an alternative to traditional

on-site construction, is the monotonous character associated

with the manufacturing environment. When given a choice

between working on-site or in a factory, a worker may very

well prefer the less strict on-site environment.

The entrepreneur going into the manufacturing end of

the prefabricated housing business must be concerned with

attracting the best possible labor force available, and

therefore, when considering his plant operation, must try to

create an attractive humane environment.

Recently, labor relations personnel as well as social

scientists have become more and more concerned with

humanizing the industrial environment. [27] They point out

that management needs to begin focusing on the industrial

organization as a social system; where employees are no

longer just factors of production, but are people with

valuable ideas and potential. In particular they are

striving to increase communication, interaction, and

team effort within the plant. They site the importance of

[27] Keith Davis, Human Relation at Work (New York:

McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1967)
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trying to satisfy some of the employees basic human needs.

They also emphasize the significance of effective human

relations within the plant environment and site it's

potential to relieve tensions, improve motivation, and

increase productivity.

Through my study of existing plant layout schemes, I

have continually noticed related problems in their spatial

organization. Most layouts are primarily concerned with

the flow of work and have little or no concern for it's

human inhabitants. The majority of plant designs are

over—structured functional layouts which claim to strive for

economical efficiency, while in reality are in some

respects, very uneconomical in terms of labor costs and

productivity. As a systems design student, I see this issue

as a challenging design problem. The industrial plant is a

social system as well as an economic system and I feel it

should be designed as such.

While I was an undergraduate student, I proposed a

plant design concept that tries to deal with this problem

by promoting "team effort" within the factory. I think this

design concept is relative to manufacturing housing systems

because the operating success of prefab manufacturers is •

greatly dependent on cooperative effort.

I present my idealistic community space design concept

in Appendix 4. This design is not intended to illustrate a
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prefabricated housing plant, but is intended to illustrate a

prototypical human factors design concept that could

conceivably be incorporated into any manufacturing

environment. The drawings are not to scale and are only

intended to demonstrate spatial relationships. To apply

this design to a real manufacturing environment, you would

obviously have to dramatically increase the production area.

To be realistic, the production area would roughly, be

multiplied by four, and all other spaces, including the

community space, multiplied by two.

C. Computer Applications 

One of the most significant advantages to prefabricated

housing is the cost control that one can accomplish within

the manufacturing environment. Such control advantages can

be particularly enhanced by the use of computerized

production control database systems. The companies that I

investigated all use computers to some extent but their

applications were limited to simple cost accounting

functions.

The computer has various economic application within

the prefabricated housing industry. The ideal system would

be one which incorporates the interaction between Production

Management, Cost Accounting, Computer Aided Design (CAD),

Computer Aided Manufacture (CAM), and Design Estimating.
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Theoretically this type of interactive system could

contribute to significant cost savings, but theory and

reality can sometimes be far apart. The system will only be

successful if it generates accurate, timely, relevant, and

concise information.

Computer implementers can sometimes be a little too

optimistic. When planning any computer system one must be

very careful in choosing hardware, software, and personnel.

But given that you chose the right system the main obstacle

is obtaining information accuracy.

Limitations are inherent in any data base system due

to input errors. It is important to have good online

editing during input. It is also appropriate to have a

responsible supervisor review the data prior to being

batched. lnput could be entered in batch or directly

on

If large volumes of data are entered daily (greater

than 100 records per sitting), transactions should be

separated by application into batches of like significance.

This will make it easier for processing, error correction,

and input verification.

A proven software package that has beer, on the market a

number of years should be completely debugged by the time

you purchase it and will typically perform based on standard

practices. Errors in accuracy are seldom caused by

programming but are predominantly due to bad input data.
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1. Design Estimator; A Systems Building

Estimating Package (Critique)

The Design Estimator Package from Dodge MicroSystems is

a design tool for estimating the approximate cost of

"systems oriented" building types. The system requires the

input of percentage and profile data broken down by building

component category. Each category falls within a standard

building subsystem (Exterior Wall, Roof Structure,

partitions, etc.). After filling out the data sheets and

entering the information, you process the data against a

standard labor and material database (See Appendix 3).

On page 1-1 of the Design Estimator Manual the

documentation claims to incorporate the ideas of modular

building construction, although the direct costs are based

on traditional labor intensive building construction

techniques. [28]

The package is riot accurate for estimating "Non-

Standard" or unique buildings. Design Estimator could be

helpful for certain types of "pre-engineered" buildings but,

in the case of manufactured housing you would have to at

least override the labor costs. Though for manufactured

[28] Dodge Microsystems Publication, Design Estimator:

Building Design Estimating System, (McGraw Hill, 1984)



housing, even with the overrides, material costs would be

exaggerated and on-site equipment costs would be in error.

Using the Design estimator is a good orientation to

systems concepts and is a good introduction to common

sub-system catagorization and consideration. To help

illustrate this systems oriented estimating software

package, I used the package to estimate the cost of a

traditonal split-level residential house, similar to the

Haven Winchester plan "A" presented in chapter III. The

resulting estimate was a fairly good ball park cost but the

output shows little detail. The package is so general in

fact that it doesn't even consider stairways. I could have

included the stairwells as write-in components but seeing

how general the package is I feel that it's cost will

balance into the total (+ cost of floor area - cost of

stairs).

2. Computerized Modular Manufacturing. In Japan

There are a couple of large Japanese modular housing

Companies that have perfected the usage of computerized

housing systems. Sekisui Heim Company and Daiwa House

Company have modular housing manufacturing systems that

integrate CAD (Computer Aided Design) with Sales and Order

Control. This connection provides the companies with an
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interface to Production Management and Cost Accounting

applications, and basically permits the monitoring and

control of the prefabricated house from customer ordering

through to on-site assembly.

Daiwa House Company, Japan's third-largest prefab maker

after Misawa Company and Sekisui Company, uses computer

graphics in their walk-in sales offices to let a buyer help

design his own house. The buyer sits alongside a Daiwa

sales technician in front of a terminal that displays in

plan, elevation, and three dimensions, any one of the

Companies standard houses. If the buyer wants to see what

the house would look like if the living room were enlarged

or the style of roof changed, the sales technician would

just finger the keyboard, and in a few seconds a modified

version would appear on the screen along with the new

adjusted costs. [29]

In the case of house additions, both Daiwa and Sekisui

access standard options from their data base (roofs,

bedrooms, bathrooms, kitchens, etc.), and the computer

system automatically modifies the specifications of an

option to interface and join the main body of the house.

[29] Lee Smith, "Now Japan Moves Ahead In Prefabs,"

Fortune, 17 October 1983, page 162.
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If the new cost figure for extra options is determined by

the customer to be over his budget, he can subtract square

footage from a room or remove and option and the computer

will again modify the house and calculate the new cost.

At the Sekisui Company, when the customer has finished

his design, the sales technician just presses a button and

the printer next to him runs off a house portfolio which

consists of: three-dimensional drawings of the house viewed

from eight different perspectives; detailed floor and

foundation plans; a construction schedule; and, of course,

an estimate. The house order, with modifications,

automatically goes out to a regional factory. There it is

processed and sent down to the factory floor. The

equivalent of a completed house in the form of room-sized

modular units, with windows, doors, and plumbing installed,

comes off the production line only a few hours later. t3@]

By their size alone the Japanese modular builders are

intimidating. Misawa Homes produces about 25,000

prefabricated single-family homes a year, Sekisui about

23,000. Three other Japanese companies make between 9,000

and 12,000. While the largest American builder, U.S. Home

[30] Tim Onosko, "Digitized Dream Dwelling, " Omni,

June 1985, page 54.
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Corp., produces about 12,600 homes a year.[31]

The modular homes made by the Japanese range in

materials and construction and include: wood stick-frame,

steel frame and concrete, and ceramic modules. Thousands

of Japanese are continuously ordering these new-tech,

prefabricated homes. By the year 2000 these same homes,

designed by computers and built by robots in Japan, may be•

as common along the sidewalks of U.S. towns as Toyotas and

Datsuns are on our streets.

£313 Lee Smith, page 162.
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VII. CONCLUSION

It is not the purpose of this paper to recommend all

prefabricated housing over traditional labor intensive.

My intention was to introduce prefabricated housing and to

present the particular character and economy of specific

systems building applications.

As mentioned, the economy associated with any housing

system can only be determined through careful evaluation of

many variables. And, even though the companies I

investigated are quite successful, their success is in part

due to the recent demand for economical residential housing.

Without demand as such, the companies might not have enough

orders to create their necessary "economies of scale."

Traditional labor intensive with its low overhead is more

flexible in dealing with shifts in construction demand.

Nevertheless, since the demand for housing in the

United States is expected to be constant for quite some

time, and since prefabricated housing is becoming more

attractive to both the consumer and the builder, it is

certain that the number of prefabricated housing

manufacturers will continue to grow. And without question,

the intriguing market challenge for the industry's future

will be to see which manufacturers are successful in

distributing their product to both tiers of this market.
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In the long run, I see a special growth market for

prefabs in rural housing. On-site stick builders incur

extra costs in transporting materials and workers to

isolated single-house sites. Here prefabs have an edge that

they don't have at sites where the builder is putting up

several houses.

Overall, a positive sign for the future of

prefabricated housing in the U.S. is that big on-site

builders are begining to move into the prefab market. In

1983, for instance, U. S. Home Corp.., the largest on-site

builder of them all, acquired Interstate Homes Inc., a Salt

Lake City company that is the number five builder of

modulars.[32]

[32] Susan Franker, "Prefabs Are Beginning To Get It

Together In The U.S. Too," Fortune, 17 October 19B3,

page 171.



APPENDIX 1

"MODULAR" HOME EXAMPLES

SAMPLE OPTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

FROM HAVEN HOMES

•

* Includes drawings and spec's of the "Winchester A"
example discussed in chapter III.
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TURN KEY FOUNDATION PACKAGE

FULL FOUNDATION 24X40
min. 	 of 	 7'2" 	 high
sealer to grade\
concrete floor
4 - 16 X 32 Anderson windows

EXTERIOR ENTRANCE
steel bilco doors with precast
concrete steps

BASEMENT STEPS
wood steps from house to basement

FRONT STEPS
precast concrete steps, 	 21" high,
attached to foundation where
possible,	 with aluminum rail

BACK STEPS DECK
10' 	 x	 10' 	 patio deck with rail
steps to ground level
treated wood - not stained

ELECTRIC CONNECTION
electric service installation
4 lights in basement
wire for electric dryer and washer

PLUMBING CONNECTION
hot,cold and sewer line connection
plumbing for washer in basement
DOES NOT INCLUDE plumbing outside

of foundation wall
EXCAVATION

dig and backfill 	 foundation
water line up to 75'
driveway up to 50'

• 	 stone under concrete floor
rough grade around house
footer drains
DOES NOT INCLUDE blasting or pumping

TOTAL COST FOR 24X40 FOUNDATION PACKAGE:!$12,629 !$17,331 !$19,064 !
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Thank you for your interest in Haven Homes Inc. Enclosed

you will find our most recent literature on our homes. I would

like to point out however that 95% of the homes we build are

built to customer specifications. This gives you , the dealer,

a tremendous amount of flexibility when trying to provide for

your customers' wants.

After reviewing our literature, please feel free to call

me in regard to prices and options anytime. I look forward to

hearing from you in the near future and thank you again for

your interest in Haven Homes.

Sincerely,

Frederick G. Terry III

BUS (717) 962-2111 	 RES. (717) 726-3646
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APPENDIX 2

EXAMPLES OF PREFABRICATED "COMPONENTS"

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE COMPONENT ORIENTED

PREFAB SYSTEM USED BY THE K.HOVNANIAN COMPANY
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APPENDIX 3

DESIGN ESTIMATOR EXAMPLE

* Includes input forms, detailed report, and
summary report for an estimate done on a
traditional stick-built split level house
similar to the Haven Winchester plan A.
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DESIGN ESTIMATOR

WORKSHEET
77

GENERAL DATA



PROFILE DATA
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Gary A. Newhard
Residential Design Estimate
Masters Thesis Illustration

Split

MAY 	 4, 	 1984

DESCRIPTION

Level 	 Residential 	 House
Cranford

LABOR 	 MATERIAL

ESTIMATE NO.

TOTAL

701

SO FT

FOUNDATIONS 816 786 1,602 0.83
FLOORS ON GRADE 337 515 852 0.44
SUPERSTRUCTURES 6,088 9,033 15,121 7.87
ROOFING 1,203 1,441 2,644 1.37
EXTERIOR WALLS 5,204 9,335 14,539 7.57 	
PARTITIONS 2,661 6,058 8,719 4.54
WALL FINISHES 1,560 676 2,236 1.16
FLOOR FINISHES 1,207 4,478 5,685 2.96
CEILING FINISHES 1,761 1,316 3,077 1.60
FIXED EQUIPMENT 410 4,454 4,864 2.53
HVAC 4,086 4,900 8,986 4.68
PLUMBING 1,663 3,594 5,257 2.73
ELECTRICAL 1,489 1,780 3,269 1.70

CONSTRUCTION TOTAL 28,485 48,366 76,851 39.98



APPENDIX 4

COMMUNITY SPACE CONCEPT
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THE COMMUNITY SPACE 

1. The community space interfaces all work departments
2. Sitting spaces tap off of main circulation
3. The space promotes tension release and constructive

interaction
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